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Abstract

A cross-polarization method has been used to eliminate the specular reflection and enhance the diffusive backscattering
of fluorescence excitation light from tissue-like phantoms and skin tissue. We have demonstrated that the non-uniformity of
excitation and collection of a fluorescence imaging system can be corrected by normalizing fluorescence signal to the
cross-polarized reflection signal recorded from the same site. The ratio image of fluorescence vs. cross-polarized reflection
provides a map of relative fluorescence yield over the tissue surface. This ratio imaging technique may hold the potential to
detect early cancer, which usually starts from the superficial layer of tissue, based on the contrast in the fluorescence yield
between early lesion and surrounding normal tissue. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Optical spectroscopy has been widely used in
chemical analysis of biological samples. Since the
mid-1980s, the use of this technology for tissue
classification has become a new approach in non-in-
vasive medical diagnostics. In particular, the meth-

Ž .ods involved with light-induced fluorescence LIF
to characterize pathological states in human tissue
have been extensively investigated. The tissues are
usually classified based on the spectral character-

Žistics of endogenous tissue fluorescence autofluo-
.rescence . Comprehensive reviews of tissue diagno-
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sis by the use of fluorescence spectroscopy are given
w xin Ref. 1–3 . Careful in vivo studies on several

organ sites with an optical fiber catheter revealed
that the fluorescence yield of early lesions was al-
most always lower than that of the surrounding
normal tissues, although the spectral lineshapes of
early lesions and normal tissues vary both from
individual to individual and within an individual
w x4–6 . The algorithms based on the contrast in fluo-
rescence yield between lesion and normal tissue can
be used to discriminate early lesions. However, the
point by point diagnosis by the use of an optical
fiber catheter of fixed fluorescence excitation and
collection geometry is not easy to operate during
clinical practice. An imaging technique is desirable
for the clinician.
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For examination of large areas by an imaging
device, the recorded fluorescence power is strongly
affected by the geometrical effects such as the sepa-
ration of the source-sample–detector, incidentr
emission angles and irregularity of sample surface.
Without a method to calibrate or compensate the
geometrical effects, it is extremely difficult to com-
pare the fluorescence yield at different sites in the
imaged area, especially for in vivo measurements.
Several groups have pursued different ways for map-
ping of fluorescence yield over the surface of turbid
media. A non-imaging approach based on ratio of
fluorescence intensity to reflection showed that the
geometrical effects could be compensated, but the
artifacts caused by the specular reflection of the

w xtissue surface created many false positives 7,8 . In
w xRef. 9 , an effort combining ultrasound and fluores-

cence spectroscopy showed that the accuracy of tis-
sue characterization was improved by compensating
for the detector–sample separation, although the de-
pendence of fluorescence intensity on the incidentr
emission angle was uncertain. A digital image pro-
cessing method was reported to eliminate the geo-

w xmetrical effects in fluorescence imaging 10 . A ref-
erence image was created by processing the raw
fluorescence image with the ‘moving average algo-
rithm’, a type of low pass spatial filter. A ratio image
was then formed by normalizing the raw fluores-
cence image to the reference image. The geometrical
effects in the ratio image was compensated under
several restrict conditions. To ensure smoothing out
the lesions and keeping the excitation and collection
non-uniformities in the reference image, the algo-
rithm requires that the lesion size is much smaller
than the imaged area. Furthermore, if the spatial
frequency of the geometrical artifacts overlaps with
that of lesion, this low pass filter method will be
invalid. In this paper we introduce a new imaging
technique that allows for mapping of relative fluores-
cence yield over the surface of tissue by correcting
the excitation and collection non-uniformities.

2. Method and materials

Our technique is based on a simple hypothesis.
The light induced fluorescence and reflection of
excitation light are two typical measurable of a

fluorescence imaging system. The reflection of the
excitation light from tissue, a kind of turbid medium,
consists of three components: specular reflection,

Žnon-diffusive backscattering such as single scatter-
.ing and diffusive backscattering. The diffusive com-

ponent given by the multiple scattering of light
inside tissue carries information on the illumination
distribution across the tissue surface. Therefore, the
geometrical effects on fluorescence measurement
may be corrected by normalizing the fluorescence
signal to the diffuse reflection recorded from the
same site. However, the specular reflection and non-
diffusive backscattering in the total reflection signal
do not carry information on light propagation inside
tissue. They must be removed from the reflection to
ensure the validity of the geometrical correction
given by normalizing the fluorescence signal to dif-
fusive reflection. Experimentally, a cross-polariza-
tion method is proposed to reject the specular reflec-
tion and extract the diffusive components from the
total reflection of excitation light. The tissue is illu-
minated with linearly polarized fluorescence excita-
tion light and, by the use of a polarization analyzer,
the cross-polarized image is recorded. Since forward
scattering dominates the light propagation in the
human tissue, the cross-polarized components in the
reflection are mainly due to the multiple backscatter-
ing which produce highly diffusive reflection. The
information carried in the cross polarization image
are predominantly from beneath the superficial layer
w x11,12 . The specular reflection and superficial infor-

Ž .mation mainly due to the single backscattering ,
which cause the artifacts in the correction for geo-
metrical effects, are almost completely removed in
the cross-polarized image. Taking the ratio of the
fluorescence signal to the cross-polarized reflection
recorded from the same position, a normalized fluo-
rescence ratio image is formed.

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1.
A 100 W mercury arc lamp filtered by a band pass
filter with the wavelength range from 390 to 450 nm
was used as excitation source. The excitation light
was delivered onto the sample through an optical

Ž .fiber bundle and a linear polarizer P1 . The fluores-
cence and reflection signals from the sample were
collected by a commercial endoscope. The angle
between the optical axes of the endoscope and illu-
mination optics was about 158. The distance between
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup used to
collect the fluorescence and cross-polarized reflection images. u

is the angle between the optical axis of the endoscope and the
normal to the sample surface.

the distal tip of endoscope and the sample was about
15 mm. The imaged area on the sample surface was
about 15=15 mm at us08. A dichroic mirror with
cut-on wavelength at 470 nm divided the optical
signal from the endoscope into the reflection and

Ž .fluorescence channels. A long pass filter F1 with
cut-off wavelength at 470 nm was used to eliminate
residual excitation light in the fluorescence channel.

Ž .A polarizer P2 with the polarization direction per-
pendicular to the polarized excitation was placed in
the reflection channel to reject the specular reflec-
tion. The extinction ratio of the cross-polarized imag-
ing channel was about 100:1. The cross-polarized
reflection and fluorescence images were recorded by

Ž .a CCD and intensified CCD ICCD , respectively.
The reflection and fluorescence images were digi-
tized simultaneously by a multi-channel frame grab-
ber at the rate of 25 frames per second. The ratio
image of fluorescence against cross-polarized reflec-
tion was then generated by a PC computer.

We performed the combined cross-polarization
and fluorescence imaging on tissue-simulating phan-
toms and living human skin. The phantoms were
made of gelatin with 20% solids dissolved in boiling

Ždeionized water, polystyrene spheres 0.55 mm in
.diameter , fluorescent dye mixture and dominantly

absorbing blood with red cells hemolyzed. The pro-
cedures to make the gel-based solid phantom are

w xwell documented 13,14 . The concentrations of
blood, which determined the absorption coefficients
Ž .m of tissue phantoms used in this study, werea

2.5%, 5%, and 10% volume-by-volume, respec-
tively. The concentrations of polystyrene spheres, the

dominant scatterers in the phantoms, were set to
0.25%, 0.35% and 0.5% weight-by-weight, respec-

Ž .tively. The scattering coefficients m and anisotro-s
Ž .py factor g of tissue phantoms were calculated by

w xMie theory 13,15 . In the wavelength region of
450–700 nm, m spectra of the tissue phantoms fors

three concentrations of polystyrene sphere are shown
Ž .in Fig. 2 top panel . The wavelength dependence of

Ž . Žanisotropy factor g is shown in Fig. 2 lower
.panel . The refractive indices of gel and polystyrene

w xmicrospheres reported in Refs. 15,16 were used in
Žthe calculations. The optical properties m , m ands a

.g of all phantoms were in the range of human tissue
w x17 . To simulate the fluorophores in the tissue phan-
tom, we used the mixture of green and red highly
fluorescent dyes for Stabilo Boss fluorescent high-
lighters. The composition of fluorescent dye mixture
was carefully controlled to ensure its spectral line-

Ž .Fig. 2. Top panel Calculated scattering coefficients of the tissue
Ž .phantoms with concentrations wrw of polystyrene microspheres

Ž .of 0.25%, 0.35% and 5%; and lower panel the wavelength
Ž .dependence of isotropic factor g of polystyrene microspheres of

0.55 mm diameter.
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Fig. 3. Fluorescence spectrum of dye mixture.

shape to be similar to that of the autofluorescence of
w xhuman tissue in the range of 450–700 nm 1–6 . The

fluorescence spectrum of the dye mixture is shown
in Fig. 3. It should be emphasized here that the
concentration of tissue fluorescence simulating dye
were kept very low since a highly sensitive ICCD
was used to record the fluorescence images. The
absorption of dye mixture was then much lower than
that of the blood and ensured the linearity between
the fluorescence yield and the dye content in the
tissue phantom. For imaging of living human skin,

Žthree subjects two Oriental and one Caucasian
.adults were examined.

3. Results and discussion

In the first experiment, we demonstrate that the
excitation and collection non-uniformities of fluores-
cence imaging can be corrected by the ratio imaging
method when the optical properties of tissue phan-
tom vary across a wide range. The compositions of
the phantoms are summarized in Table 1. The con-
centration of fluorescence dye was kept the same. To
vary the imaging geometry, the samples were rotated
around the axis across the point A and perpendicular

Table 1
The compositions of tissue phantoms with the same content of
fluorophore

Sample number 1 2 3 4 5

Ž .Blood content vrv % 2.5 5 10 5 5
Ž .Microsphere content wrw % 0.35 0.35 0.35 0.25 0.5

to the axes of the endoscope and illumination optics
in Fig. 1. The fluorescence and cross-polarized im-
ages were collected from all tissue phantoms at
us0–608 with increments of 158. The ratio image
was formed by normalizing the fluorescence image
to the corresponding cross-polarized reflection image
and then multiplying with a fixed scaling constant.
Typical raw fluorescence, cross-polarized reflection

Ž .and ratio images are shown in Fig. 4 top panel .
Although the phantom was uniform, the fluorescence
and cross-polarized reflection images are very inho-
mogeneous due to the geometrical effects. However,
the ratio image appears much more uniform. This
demonstrates the correction of geometrical effects on
the fluorescence imaging. To evaluate the homogene-
ity of an image quantitatively, we normalized gray
level of each pixel to the mean gray level of whole
image. The histograms on fluorescence, cross-
polarized reflection and ratio images with the gray

Ž .level normalized are shown in Fig. 4 lower panel .
As can be seen, the gray levels of fluorescence and
cross-polarized images vary widely due to the geo-
metrical effects. In contrast, the ratio image has a

Ž .Fig. 4. Measurements on sample 2: top panel raw fluorescence,
cross-polarized reflection and ratio images collected at u s308;

Ž .and lower panel histograms on the normalized gray levels of the
raw fluorescence, cross-polarized reflection ratio images.
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much narrower distribution, which reflects the ho-
mogeneity of the phantom and demonstrates the
correction of geometrical effects. For a quantitative
comparison, we calculated the normalized standard
deviations of gray level for the fluorescence, cross-
polarized reflection and ratio images recorded from
each phantom. The normalized standard deviation
Ž .NSD is defined as the ratio of standard deviation
over mean. The value of gray level NSD indicates
the image homogeneity which is inversely propor-
tional to the NSD value. The NSD values for the
fluorescence, cross-polarized reflection and ratio im-

Ž .ages shown in Fig. 4 top panel are 19.5%, 20.1%
and 2.8%, respectively. It was found that NSD val-
ues of fluorescence images recorded from all tissue
phantoms listed in Table 1 varied from 17% to 30%
at us0–608, while the NSD values of all ratio
images were below 4.5% and not sensitive to the
angle u except for sample 3. The NSD values for all
ratio images were significantly smaller than those of
raw fluorescence images. This indicates that the ratio
images are much more homogeneous than raw fluo-
rescence images, and the geometrical effects on fluo-
rescence imaging are effectively corrected by the
ratio imaging method. The relatively high NSD val-
ues for the ratio image of sample 3 was due to the
poor signal to noise ratio caused by high blood
content, which reduced the signal intensities of both
the fluorescence and cross-polarized reflection sig-
nificantly.

To demonstrate the significance to reject the arti-
facts caused by specular reflection, we made a com-
parison of the ratio images of fluorescence to reflec-
tion with and without the cross-polarization filter.
The fluorescence and cross-polarized reflection im-
age was collected by using the optical system shown
in Fig. 1. The polarization filter in front of CCD was
then replaced with a 0.4 OD neutral density filter for
recording the total reflection image. The neutral
density filter was used to compensate for the atte-
nuation of polarization filter and keep the system
responses with and without the polarizer almost iden-
tical. During the measurements, the illumination con-
dition and the gains of the CCD and ICCD were
fixed. The reflection and ratio images recorded with
and without the polarization filter at us158 are
shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen, the specular
reflection in the reflection image collected without a

Fig. 5. Comparison of the ratio imaging with and without polariza-
Ž .tion filter: top panels reflection image without polarization filter

Ž .and ratio image; and lower panels cross-polarized reflection and
ratio image.

polarization filter saturates large areas of CCD. The
specular reflection appears much stronger than the
diffuse reflection since the endoscope of small imag-
ing channel collects optical signal from the object in
a small solid angle. In the ratio image, the specular
reflection causes severe artifacts as reported in Refs.
w x7,8 . In contrast, the specular reflection signal was
much weaker than the diffusive reflection in the
cross-polarization image due to the extinction ratio
of 100:1. The specular reflection artifacts have been
significantly reduced. When we rotated the sample to
increase the angle u up to 458, the specular reflec-
tion was completely moved out of the field of view.
The collected total reflection without polarization
filter was then given by the diffuse backscattering.
We repeated the measurements with and without the
polarization filter. It was found that the ratio imaging
could effectively correct the geometrical effects by
using either the cross-polarized reflection or total
reflection. This gives more evidence that the cross-
polarized reflection has the similar characteristics as
the diffuse backscattering. However, it should be
pointed out that the incident angle varies widely for
the examination of large areas of tissue. Although
total reflection can be used to correct the geometrical
effects at large incident angle, the control of the
illumination and collection geometry is limited in
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Table 2
The gray levels of ratio images recorded from the phantoms with
the compositions listed in Table 1

Sample 1 2 3 4 5
number

Mean gray 88"2.6 94"2.6 110"8 104"3.6 75"2.4
level

clinical practice, such as endoscopy. To ensure the
validity of the ratio imaging, it is essential to reject
the specular reflection which is much stronger than
the diffuse reflection in a small solid angle from the
surface of an imaged object toward the imaging
device.

The gains of the CCD and ICCD cameras were
fixed for all the measurements to allow a quantitative
investigation for the effect of tissue optical proper-
ties on the signal intensity of the ratio images. The
mean gray levels of the ratio images recorded from
all phantoms are listed in Table 2. As can be seen,
the ratio was affected by the optical properties,
although the content of fluorophore was fixed. The
ratio increased with increasing blood content when
the scattering was constant. It is known that the
average absorption coefficient of blood in the excita-

Ž .tion wavelength range 390–450 nm is over a factor
Žof 10 higher than in the wavelength range 470–680

.nm where the fluorescence signal was collected
w x18 . The excitation photon has shorter mean free
path length and suffers more absorption before
emerging from the tissue surface than fluorescence
photon. Thus, the signal of cross-polarized reflection
is more sensitive to the blood content than fluores-
cence. This suggests that the variation of blood
content in the examined tissue area may introduce
the artifact for mapping of fluorescence yield by
using the ratio imaging technique. However, the
sensitivity of diffuse reflection signal to the blood
content in tissue could be reduced by using excita-
tion source in the wavelength range where the blood
absorption coefficients are significantly lower than
that of the mercury light source used in this work.
For instance, the blood absorption coefficients in the
range from 460 to 480 nm are at the same level as in
the wavelength range from 480 to 590 nm where

w xmost of autofluorescence are distributed 18 . Many
commercial gas and solid state lasers with the emis-
sion wavelengths near 470 nm can be used as the

better excitation sources than mercury lamp. The
errors in fluorescence yield mapping may be re-
duced. Comparing the ratio images of the samples
Ž .sample 2, 4, 5 with the same blood content and
different scattering property, it was found that the
ratio value decreases with the increasing of scatterer
concentration. This means that variation of tissue
scattering property across the tissue surface may also
introduce artifacts for mapping the fluorescence yield
of tissue. However, the scattering coefficient is asso-
ciated with the tissue structure. The artifacts caused
by variation of the tissue structure across the tissue
surface may provide useful information for tissue
characterization.

The second experiment was designed to evaluate
if the fluorescence yield can be linearly recovered by
the ratio imaging technique after the correction of
geometrical effects. We made four tissue phantoms
with the same optical properties as sample 2 in Table
1, and the relative fluorescence dye concentrations of
0:1:2:3. The raw fluorescence, cross-polarized reflec-
tion and ratio images were generated as above. Again,
the gains of CCD and ICCD were fixed to allow for
the quantitative comparison of the signal intensity of
ratio images. The results are shown in Fig. 6. It was
found that the gelatin emitted reasonably strong fluo-
rescence. After subtracting this background, the ratio
images recorded from the phantoms with fluores-
cence dyes were almost linearly dependent on the
dye concentration. The slight non-linearity was
mainly caused by the measurement on the sample of
highest dye concentration. Although the absorption
of blood was dominant, the total absorption coeffi-
cient of tissue phantom was still slightly affected by

Fig. 6. Measurements of relative fluorescence yield of tissue
phantoms with different concentrations of fluorophore.
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the absorption of dye at high concentration level. As
discussed above, the ratio value increases with the
increasing of the absorption when the scattering
property remains constant. The result with back-
ground subtracted in Fig. 6 indicates that the concen-
tration of fluorescent dye in the phantom has been
well recovered.

The results of the ratio imaging of simulating
human tissue phantoms have shown that geometrical
effects on fluorescence imaging can be corrected to a
great extent. However, it should be pointed out that
most of human tissues have multiply layered struc-
ture and the distribution of endogenous fluorophores
is a function of depth. The phantoms used in the
study were optically homogeneous. In a final experi-
ment, we evaluated the ratio imaging method on
living human skin which has very complex structure
w x19 . The optical properties and autofluorescence
characteristics of human skin have been investigated

w xand were found to be highly inhomogeneous 20 .
The procedure to generate the ratio image of fluores-
cence against cross-polarization was the same as the
previously. The raw fluorescence and cross-polarized
reflection images were recorded on the inner forearm
of three subjects. Typical results are shown in Fig. 7.
The line profile analysis of the raw fluorescence,
cross-polarized reflection and ratio images provides
a quantitative evaluation of the correction for geo-
metrical effects. For a fair comparison, we normal-
ized each line profile to its mean. As can be seen, the
raw fluorescence and reflection images are very in-
homogeneous due to the varying separation of the
source-sample–detector and incidentremission an-
gles across the naturally curved skin surface. How-
ever, the geometrical effects are well corrected in the
ratio image in spite of the fact that skin has a
multiple layer structure and non-uniform distribution
of fluorophores. We observed that the noise in the

Ž . Ž .Fig. 7. Raw fluorescence, cross-polarized reflection and ratio images collected from human skin: a Oriental subject; and b Caucasian
subject.
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ratio image consists of both high and low frequency
components. The high frequency component, caused
by the electronic noise of the ICCD camera working
at high gain, can be removed by using a low pass
filter. The low frequency component was due to the

w xstructure of stratum and epidermis 19 . Though the
cross-polarization measurement enhances the diffu-
sive backscattering, the surface texture of the stratum
and epidermal layer still appear clearly in the cross-
polarized images shown in Fig. 7 because the contri-
butions to the total reflection are from the backscat-
tering of all skin layers. In contrast, almost no
endogenous fluorescence is emitted from the stratum
and epidermis, and the fluorophores are mainly dis-
tributed in the dermis which is over 100 mm beneath

w xthe skin surface 20 . Hence, the surface structures
are also observable in fluorescence image, but are
blurred. The difference in major signal sources be-
tween the cross-polarized reflection and fluorescence
explains that the ratio image can correct the geomet-
rical effects, but can not remove the surface struc-
ture.

In summary, we developed an imaging method to
correct the geometrical effects on fluorescence imag-
ing of tissue. The technique has been evaluated in
simulating tissue phantoms with different optical
properties and living human skin. The encouraging
results demonstrate that the concept of ratio imaging
may lead the development of a new fluorescence
imaging system for detection of early lesions which
have lower fluorescence yield than surrounding nor-
mal tissue. We believe that the correction of geomet-
rical effects is due to the similar characteristics of
fluorescence and cross-polarized reflection. The clear

Ž .evidence has been shown in Fig. 4 lower panel that
the histograms of fluorescence and cross-polarized
reflection images are similar. The cross-polarized
reflection is provided by diffusive and non-diffusive
backscattering. The fluorescence emitted from the
fluorescence sources in a turbid medium is diffusive.
Therefore, the diffusive component in cross-polarized
reflection creates the major contribution to the cor-
rection of geometrical effects. The ratio imaging
technique requires that the diffusive component is
much larger than the non-diffusive components in
the cross-polarized reflection. This condition is gen-
erally satisfied in forward-scattering dominated tur-

Ž .bid media g-factor;0.9 and m 4m such ass a

human tissue. A completely quantitative explanation
of our results depends on the theoretical investiga-
tion of polarized light scattering in turbid media.
Extensive clinical studies are needed to evaluate the
validity of this technique for imaging of diseased
tissue at various organ sites.
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